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Abstract: A fundamental strategy for utilizing green energy from renewable sources to tackle global
warming is the microgrid (MG). Due to the predominance of AC microgrids in the existing power
system and the substantial increase in DC power generation and DC load demand, the development
of AC/DC hybrid microgrids (HMG) is inevitable. Despite increased theoretical efficiency and mini-
mized AC/DC/AC conversion losses, uncertain loading, grid outages, and intermittent complexion
of renewables have increased the complexity, which poses a significant threat toward system stability
in an HMG. As a result, the amount of research on the stability, management, and control of HMG
is growing exponentially, which makes it imperative to recognize existing problems and emerging
trends. In this survey, several strategies from the most recent literature developed to address the
challenges of HMG are reviewed. Power flow analysis, power sharing (energy management), local
and global control of DGs, and a brief examination of the complexity of HMG’s protection plans
make up the four elements of the review technique in this article. During critical analysis, the test
system employed for validation is also taken into consideration. A comprehensive review of the
literature demonstrates that MILP is a frequently employed technique for the supervisory control of
HMG, whereas tweaking bidirectional converter control is the most common approach in the litera-
ture to achieve efficient power sharing. Finally, this review identified the limitations, undiscovered
challenges, and major hurdles that need to be addressed in order to develop a sustainable control
and management scheme for stable multimode HMG operation.

Keywords: hybrid AC/DC microgrid; power sharing; interlinking converter control; energy management

1. Introduction

While the conventional power grid was designed for centralized control and gen-
eration from fossil fuels, due to green energy initiatives and net-zero carbon emission
goals, the penetration of distributed renewable energy generation (i.e., from wind and
solar energy) has drastically increased in the past few decades [1]. According to [2,3], the
production and consumption of local energy are cheap, efficient, and reliable, particularly
for remote and off-grid applications. The “Three Ds,” or “decarbonize, decentralize, and
democratize,” have emerged as a key focus for the entire electrical system in order to
lower carbon emissions, end the utility grid’s monopoly, provide power to even remote
communities by enhancing infrastructure, and put more of an emphasis on the grid’s
resilience and dependability [4,5]. Hence, research in the field of “microgrids” explored
the benefits and drawbacks of operating these smart and autonomous networks with high
distributed energy resources (e.g., solar), which induce bidirectional power flow on a grid
that was designed as a one-way connector between centralized generation and distributed
consumers [6,7].

Several microgrid configurations, such as AC, DC, and hybrid AC/DC based on power
type [8,9] as well as grid supportive, grid-feeding, and grid-forming microgrids [10,11]
based on power converter type, have been investigated. The advantages of AC microgrids
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include minimal power electronic interface and reasonably straightforward integration with
the current power network. However, the need for DC microgrid development is pushed
by the significant rise in DC load demand and the DC network’s self-fault-ride through
capability [12]. Consequently, a hybrid AC/DC microgrid can achieve the benefits of both.
Additionally, HMG will reduce power conversion losses, reduce the number of power
converters needed, and eliminate the requirement for a separate DC line. Despite increased
theoretical efficiency and minimized AC/DC/AC conversion losses, uncertain loading,
grid outages, and intermittent complexion of renewables have increased the complexity,
which poses a significant threat toward system stability in an HMG. An exponential rise in
research in this field has shown how important it is to recognize current issues and future
trends. Therefore, in order to realize the HMG concept, considerable attempts have been
made to investigate current methodologies.

The development and integration of microgrids enhance the flexibility and perfor-
mance of the grid using a variety of control algorithms. A critical investigation of control
techniques for converters associated with RESs was provided in [13–16], whereas [17,18]
discussed multiple solutions proposed in the literature for adaptive protection settings in
grid-connected and islanded HMG. The uncertainty of renewables significantly affects the
power delivery and the transients caused by them and their remedies are studied in [19].
The transients due to renewable uncertainty and power converters disturb the power
quality and voltage and frequency stability, which has been investigated in [20,21]. All of
the discussed issues are vital and given due importance in the literature. Power/energy
management and load management of any power network and especially for HMG are
critical aspects due to the complex control of power converters. It is evident from this
analysis that the management of HMG has not been reviewed. Hence, this article focuses on
load and energy management along with power sharing in an HMG. The existing literature
is critically analyzed and summarized to provide the recent methods implemented and
future trends in this important field.

Review Methodology

Various attempts have been made to examine the current literature because it is an
emerging subject in the power system as a result of the exponential rise in the generation
of DC power from solar energy. In order to distinguish between our approach and their
strategy of a primary topic (hybrid microgrid), but different sub-problem (managing the
power and energy), these review strategies are discussed in Section 1. More than half
of the analysis in all of the review publications discussed above has been conducted for
methodologies developed for a specific AC or DC microgrid. As a result, this study
uses Research Rabbit to filter and analyze approaches developed specifically for hybrid
microgrids. Figure 1 illustrates the review process and data collection.

An organized search and review process was used to assess how power and energy are
managed in hybrid microgrids for our study. In order to find relevant material, the terms
“hybrid microgrid” and “energy management” or “power sharing” were entered into search
engines (Google Scholar and Web of Science). The literature containing the aforementioned
keywords in its title, abstract, and keywords was filtered and examined. This produced 36
peer-reviewed publications that were the most appropriate after being filtered for relevance.
These papers served as the tool’s input. Based on the citation information, Research Rabbit
correlates the input with various related work. Based on the title and abstract, irrelevant
papers were filtered out of the dataset, which produced a handful of articles. The critical
analysis of these articles is discussed in the upcoming sections.

The primary objective of a stable hybrid microgrid can be categorized into multiple
sub-objectives. A brief review of the shortlisted literature resulted in the distribution of
various objectives, which are displayed in Figure 2. It is evident that the most extensively
studied objective is bidirectional power sharing to support adjacent subgrids in case of
contingency, as expected (one-fourth of the literature reviewed). Therefore, more detailed
analysis and discussion of it, as well as other objectives, will be covered in the following
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sections. The four components of the review methodology in this article are power flow
analysis, power sharing (energy management), local and global control of DGs, and a
brief inspection of the complexity of HMG’s protection strategies. The applicability of the
techniques developed to achieve these objectives along with their limitations is detailed in
the next sections.

Figure 1. Methodology of data collection for this review.

Figure 2. Distribution of multiple objectives in literature.

This paper is structured as follows. Section 2 highlights the operational challenges
of hybrid microgrids. Section 3 discusses power flow analysis methodologies and issues.
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Section 4 provides a deep discussion of load and energy management. Section 5 reviews
and summarizes the adaptive protection and local management tactics of RESs. Section 6
presents the findings and contribution of this work with recommendations for future work.
Section 7 concludes the paper by summarizing the findings from this extensive review.

2. Hybrid Microgrids

Combining AC and DC microgrids to avoid frequent AC/DC/AC conversion is
an alternative option. A significant set of AC/DC powered devices connected to their
respective common busses and interfaced through power converters can be deployed as
a hybrid microgrid. Multiple topologies/configurations for hybrid microgrids such as
AC-coupled, DC-coupled, and AC decoupled have been studied and detailed in [22,23].
The significance of a hybrid microgrid is that it can serve local energy demands via DGs
while also connecting AC and DC loads to their respective supplies, reducing conversion
losses [24]. A hybrid AC/DC microgrid shown in Figure 3, from an operational standpoint,
is a gateway for future power distribution systems. Furthermore, by combining AC and
DC microgrids to build a hybrid microgrid, greater energy consumption standards, higher
dependability, enhanced power quality, and system stability can be accomplished [25]. The
major benefits of an HMG can be listed as:

• Integration of new generating or consumer points.
• No requirement of synchronizing for additional ESS and PVs by direct connection to

the DC bus.
• Voltage transformation is significantly reduced [26].
• A reduced number of converters and losses ensure economic feasibility [27].

Figure 3. Layout of a hybrid microgrid.

The dynamics of power system operation for hybrid microgrids have entirely changed,
increasing the complexity. Particularly in an isolated/standalone mode of operation, a
hybrid microgrid is more vulnerable to instability. The main disadvantages of HMG
are the compromised protection settings, fragile stability, and control complexity when
compared to AC microgrids. Despite the fact that the HMG has various advantages on
paper, further research is needed to address the disadvantages and take over as a substitute
for conventional power systems in the future.

Operational Challenges of Hybrid Microgrids

In HMG, power conversion losses and the number of power electronic interfaces are
minimized. However, operational stability is at stake due to increased complexity. The shift
in operational dynamics due to RESs creates multiple challenges related to design, stability,
protection, and control, which are graphically presented in Figure 4. Therefore, utilities
and researchers have invested in hybrid microgrid R&D in order to optimize its operation.
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Although distributed generation has enhanced the reliability of the power network, the
system’s stability with multiple microgrids is in jeopardy. A hybrid microgrid in islanding
mode is more vulnerable to unbalanced generation and load demand. As a result, energy
and load management have become critical components of hybrid system stability in order
to avoid system blackouts [28,29].

Figure 4. Issues of an operational hybrid microgrid.

In a hybrid microgrid, the bidirectional power flow between AC and DC subgrids
adds to the complexity. When planning a hybrid microgrid, the power flow analysis is not
as straightforward as it is with conventional power systems [30]. The most challenging
and innovative part is the control of the bidirectional converter [14]. The local control of
RESs also needs to be improvised to stabilize the terminal parameters [14]. Similarly, the
system’s protective coordinates may fail due to a variation of fault current levels, despite
the fact that the system’s protection settings are optimal [17]. As a result, the practical
deployment of a hybrid AC/DC microgrid remains debatable. A significant amount of
research has been conducted to resolve these challenges, which is critically examined in the
following sections.

3. Power Flow Analysis

In the design stage of HMGs, power flow simulations are significant for analyzing
a variety of issues such as voltage stability, DGs and interlinking converter placement
and sizing, and contingency/fault analysis. It also aids in the monitoring of variables,
i.e., voltage, frequency, and line thermal limitations. Furthermore, the power flow can
be an important instrument in real-time HMG operation for observing power loss, cost
optimization, and energy management, among other things [30,31]. Table 1 summarizes
all of the solutions for the HMG’s power flow, which will be addressed in detail later. The
interconnection of AC and DC subgrids adds to the complexity of solving power flow
for a hybrid microgrid. A second-order cone-programming-based power flow solution
is presented in [32] for hybrid microgrids. However, only the grid-connected mode is
investigated in this study. Because only voltage source converter-based DC loads/busses
are considered, multiple types of DGs may render this solution invalid. Another viable
solution for the power flow of a hybrid microgrid is to equalize the normalized values of AC
frequency and DC voltage. To overcome the previously mentioned difficulty of microgrid
multiple mode operation, the Newton–Raphson (NR) approach is used sequentially to
design a new algorithm [33]. In a hybrid microgrid, higher R/X values have a significant
impact on power flow calculations. To minimize this effect of highly resistive networks, the
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Levenberg–Marquardt algorithm is used in [34] where the power flow is visualized for a
basic six-bus AC/DC network with a fifteen-fold increase in R/X value. The calculation
of the Jacobian matrix at each iteration for the above-discussed techniques increases the
computational time. A forward–return forward–backward sweep strategy for branch-based
sequential power flow is presented in [35]. A new model is developed in this study to reflect
the DC subgrid and its effect on the AC subgrid and vice versa to tackle the convergence
of the algorithm and uncertainty of renewables. Due to repeated loops that make the
algorithm complicated and time consuming, the sequential solution of the AC/DC subgrid
power flow may raise questions about its convergence.

Table 1. Review table of power flow analysis for a hybrid microgrid.

Reference
Mode of

Operation
GC/ISO

Absence of
Slack Bus

Unbalanced
Operation

of Subgrids

Parallel
Operation

of ILCs

Load
Variation
and Types

Uncertainty
of

Renewables

Convergence
of

Algorithm
Stability

[30] Both X 7 7 7 X 7
[32] GC only 7 7 7 7 7 7 7
[33] Both X 7 7 7 7 7 7
[34] Both X 7 7 7 7 7 7
[35] ISO only X 7 7 X X X 7
[36] GC only 7 7 7 7 7 X 7
[37] GC only 7 7 7 7 7 X 7
[38] Both X X 7 7 7 X 7
[39] Both X 7 X X 7 X X
[40] ISO X 7 X 7 7 X X
[41] ISO X X X 7 7 X 7

A unified method for HMG’s power flow may be adopted as an alternative approach
to the sequential solution [36]. In this research, a unified power flow method for a hybrid
microgrid with multiple AC subgrids and a tiny DC subgrid is developed. However,
modeling power converter equations in a saturated AC grid was merely a basic idea to
unify the power flow analysis. Another unified strategy is offered in [37], this time based on
the Newton trust-region (NTR) concept. Multiple load types and DG types are studied for
small and large systems in a unified approach for load flow analysis specially designed to
analyze the absence of a slack bus [38]. Voltage and frequency variation was not given due
consideration for an islanded microgrid. Another generic power flow approach based on
the NTR method, focusing on voltage and frequency stability and the parallel operation of
ICs for power sharing, is proposed in [39]. A modified Jacobian matrix-based NR method
is employed in a novel unified power flow methodology (centered on multiple AC and
DC subgrids) [40]. AC frequency and DC voltage are coupled incorporating ILC droop
management to improve power sharing amongst the subgrids. Comprehensive research on
hybrid microgrid power flow analysis was presented in [41]. The implicit ZBUS method
is employed to tackle this power flow problem in a multi-grounded imbalanced hybrid
microgrid. This generic method addresses a variety of challenges in hybrid microgrid
power flow analysis, including unbalanced operation, bipolar DC, and multi-grounded
systems. However, a critical examination of this study and all of the techniques summarized
in Table 1 reveals that in an unbalanced multi-grounded hybrid microgrid with bipolar DC,
this problem still necessitates a method to simultaneously investigate load models, voltage,
and frequency stability due to load variation and renewables uncertainties.

4. Load and Energy Management (Power Sharing)

One of the primary challenges for the stable operation of a hybrid microgrid, among
many others, is load and energy management for power stability and reliability. Although
conventional droop control of DGs in AC and DC microgrids can lead to a stable operation
under normal circumstances, uncertainties and unplanned events of generation loss and
load variation lead to system failure (blackout) [42]. In such extreme circumstances, a well-
designed power management strategy is essential for the steady operation of microgrids
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(power systems). Hence, it can be extrapolated that power sharing in a hybrid microgrid
is more difficult and complex than droop control in a conventional power system. Even
having an intelligent communication link between DGs (spread on AC and DC subgrids)
to follow power sharing is ineffectual under extreme conditions [43]. Modifying the
ILC control to follow the intelligent power flow is a basic solution for this problem [44].
Forecasting generation and load levels to schedule power sharing for the next day is
another way to deal with these uncertainties and load swings [45]. Additional energy
storage systems in HMG aid the complexity levels and can be utilized to stabilize the
system with a grid-supporting DC–DC converter [46]. Multiple power sharing and energy
management schemes have been developed in the literature, which will be discussed in
detail in subsequent sections. Figure 5 shows an overview of multiple energy management
strategies to achieve optimal power sharing in multimode HMG.

Figure 5. Load and energy management in hybrid microgrid.

4.1. Forecasting the Load and Generation Profile

Smart pricing and maximizing renewable energy to decarbonize the planet are the
trending fields in the developed world. Distributed generation has modernized the power
system with an option to prioritize renewables for lowering the overall cost. Hence, fore-
casting the next day’s generation and with adequate knowledge of demand response is
utilized in the power-sharing scheme for the next day [45]. In [45], the MILP model is
used to optimize the power flow and operational costs based on the predicted generation
and load levels for the next 24 h, with batteries and electric vehicles serving as backup
during unbalance. According to the authors of [47], the Firefly algorithm, when combined
with the alternate direction method of multipliers (ADMM), can produce a superior cost
optimization for the next day’s anticipated power sharing. The validation of this approach,
on the other hand, reveals that it is a specified solution for introducing DC-based RES
into the IEEE 33-bus AC distribution system. In [48], it is claimed that the ADMM-based
strategy can accomplish effective energy management where the HMG energy manage-
ment problem is modeled using mixed-integer quadratic programming (MIQP). However,
one significant drawback of this method is that renewable uncertainty is not taken into
account. Another forecasting-based power balancing scheme in [49] maximizes ESS usage.
The authors in [49] claim that this particle swarm optimization (PSO)-based fuzzy logic
controller uses ESS to respond to fluctuations and prediction errors. The application of
double uncertainty optimization theory may be used to minimize the operational cost by
managing the multiple parallel converters for day-ahead electricity scheduling. On the
other side, a cost-minimization strategy based on non-cooperative gaming theory is devel-
oped and evaluated for a real network in Singapore [50]. This gaming-based technique
also introduced a new conversion loss cost for minimizing the conversion losses. Although
these AI-based advanced schemes provide an improved cost-effective solution, power
sharing management is still questionable. A modified forecasting-based power-sharing
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approach to overcome the uncertainties is proposed in [29] to realize the power-sharing
with multiple predicted errors in forecasting generation profiles. Another risk-based un-
certainty optimization is proposed in [51], to optimize the cost and mitigate forecasting
errors. This technique converts multiple non-linear uncertainties of interlinking converter
and renewables to a MILP-based linear problem. Although this non-cooperative game
theory-based scheme [29] and piecewise linearization-based approach [51] model the un-
certainties to a certain accuracy, this complicated control in the former does not evaluate its
impact on local DG and ILC control, which is a low-level control. The latter one focuses
mainly on minimizing the cost instead of diminishing the real-time power surges. However,
unforeseen outages and real-time load fluctuations are not addressed.

A dynamic decision maker approach to update the day-ahead control signals for the
microgrid entities can minimize the cost considering renewable uncertainties [52]. This
MILP-based scheme is problem-specified solution for a remote HMG with the main ob-
jective to ensure water supply to residents of the region. Another objective for HMG in
addition to cost minimization is an eco-friendly operation by reducing emissions. Such a
fuzzy-based multi-objective cost and emission minimization scheme is developed in [53]
for a projected load profile of the next day. Another innovative scheme for predicted
power profiles is proposed in [54] based on a modified crow search algorithm. It is claimed
that, although the designed technique has a somewhat higher operational cost than other
deterministic schemes such as GA and PSO, this is realistic and practical when consid-
ering the uncertainties of renewables. Supervisory control for HMG in addition to ILC
control using MILP is claimed to better manage unintentional solar and wind outages
effectively [55]. Additional fault outages are also claimed to be managed by the proposed
scheme. Another hierarchal multi-level MILP-based optimization is proposed in [56] for
optimal HMG operation. This consensus algorithm, in addition to MG optimization and
coordinated optimization among DGs is reported to be capable of managing the power
between multiple AC and DC microgrids interconnected through a single ILC. Increased
renewable penetration disrupts predicted demand and generation profiles due to a higher
voltage and frequency instability. A new supervisory control is proposed in [57] to handle
such scenarios by updating the predictive uncertainty, with the additional benefit of lower-
ing the cost of generation for droop-based HMG. However, the realistic issue of a negative
power imbalance between generation and load is not addressed.

Forecasting the day-ahead profile with multiple techniques discussed above is a better
electricity pricing approach. However, the real-world contingencies related to unforeseen
circumstances in generation and load may cause voltage and frequency instability. There-
fore, forecasting is not the best option, and a real-time strategy is required to address this
problem. The cause of such a problem is mainly real-time minimal voltage and frequency
fluctuations in a synchronized grid, especially in the isolated state [58].

4.2. Bidirectional Power Converter Control

Forecasting the load and generation profile of a hybrid microgrid made up of multi-
ple AC and DC subgrids for power sharing may fail due to the uncertainty of load and
renewables. Hence, power sharing amongst the subgrids using ILC droop control gives a
better stability model for HMG [60,61]. Limiting the power exchange across subgrids im-
proves power quality; yet, maximizing DG power at the expense of power quality prevents
blackouts due to overloading [62]. However, the system’s equilibrium is still disrupted
by fluctuations in RES generation and fluctuating loads. For a simple HMG with a DG on
each subgrid, a modified DC/AC inverter is developed based on PR and PI controllers
as an alternative to traditional d-q control [63]. A real-time lab-based prototype of an
HMG is designed in [60] based on frequency droop control to actively share the power
in grid-connected mode. This autonomous control scheme suggested that an alternative
real-time approach for power sharing is to tweak the ILC control to overcome these minimal
fluctuations instead of forecasting profiles. A basic time-based decentralized droop control
for HMG control is presented in [64]. Another modified decentralized control is proposed
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in [58] by modifying droop control with a load damping constant. Contrary to decentral-
ized control, [65] suggested a centralized control scheme to operate multiple converters
in parallel for improving the efficiency of converters. Conventional decentralized [58,64],
centralized [65], and autonomous droop control-based [60] power-sharing approaches were
the foundation for initiating a strong research program in the future to realize the HMG
concept. As a result, a practical, multi-level control design for ILC parallel operation is pro-
posed in [66]. Additional secondary and tertiary controls are designed to minimize voltage
fluctuations in primary control and enable DC grid connection, respectively. Contrary to the
schemes outlined above, a 3D droop control (shown in Figure 6) of ILC has been presented
and validated in a lab-based HMG [67]. In addition to voltage and frequency controls,
this 3D control of active power droop can meet the active power-sharing demand while
incorporating maximum ILC loading, whereas [68] suggests that the droop coefficients of
AC and DC DGs can be translated to active powers of respective subgrids. This power
calculation, combined with local subgrid load calculations, can be used to build a new
local droop coefficient for global power management, including ILC parallel operation.
However, all of the techniques discussed did not consider the reactive power management,
which is a critical part of HMG.

Figure 6. Three-dimensional droop control of ILC (adapted from [67]).

Modifying the converter control by Clarke and Park’s transformation can realize
the reactive power management through an inverter between AC and DC subgrids [69].
Reactive power compensation based on the d-q control of ILC in a prototype of HMG is
proposed in [70]. The results of this reactive power compensation-based control scheme
indicate that more complicated and advanced ILC control can improve HMG voltage
stability. Another mathematically modified droop control for efficient active and reactive
power sharing is proposed in [71]. Power-factor-based calculations of the droop coefficient
for active and reactive power control led to an overall improved power sharing under
multiple stable scenarios.

In addition to reactive power sharing control from ILC, the droop control mechanism
for HMG is not that straightforward, especially for ILC control. Therefore, a new d-q-
0 axis control technique is developed in [72], which regulates the Vdc

2 rather than Vdc
to linearize the voltage fluctuations. This scheme claims to have shifted an HMG from
grid connected to islanded mode without requiring changes to the control algorithm.
However, the power-sharing from the ESS is not optimized, and ineffective discharge causes
voltage overshoots in underload conditions. Another d-q-0 axis control-based technique
is designed to suppress the circulating currents (missing in [72]) in the parallel operation
of power converters [73], which requires a separate control algorithm for islanding and
grid-connected mode. The frequency droop control equivalent to Vdc is an alternative for
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suppressing the circulating currents [74]. The modified droop control for power sharing is
based on Equation (1).

PILC = K
(

Vpu − facpu

)
(1)

where Vpu is normalized DC voltage compared with PU frequency of AC subgrid for power
sharing PILC between the grids. A control strategy based on an accurate line impedance
calculation is proposed in [75]. A small signal is used to estimate the impedance in this
scheme, which reduces the dependence on a communication link. This approach may
provide better power sharing than conventional control, but voltage regulation and hence
reactive power are vulnerable. A modified current control mechanism for ILC (active
power sharing) based on the common bus voltage instead of terminal voltages of DGs is
presented [76]. However, this technique is only tested on a stable, modest, and balanced
microgrid with only six busses, limiting its applicability. In grid-linked mode, ILC control
can also be tweaked to improve power quality. The author in [77] proposed a modified ILC
version that includes an additional parallel converter with ILC, which aids in the removal
of harmonics and is depicted in Figure 7, but may not apply to islanded systems. On the
other hand, the authors in [78] recommended using an ESS converter control to operate
as a virtual synchronous generator (VSG) to help limit frequency and voltage fluctuations.
However, because VSG is connected to ESS on the AC subgrid and the DC microgrid only
has a PV source, the system’s applicability is in question.

Figure 7. Modified ILC version to increase power quality [77].

The traditional HMG control is straightforward for implementation and adaptation.
However, in reality, the slow dynamics [79] and high-frequency fluctuations [80] limit the
method’s performance. Li et al. in [81] present a modified version of the classic droop
control method with a feedforward current control loop for ILC to improve the dynamics
of the HMG. The ILC is taught to behave as a converter-based transformer (transfverter)
in [82] that manages power flow across subgrids during multiple operational modes of
HMG. A redesigned current control method for the ILC is proposed in [83] to improve the
dynamic response and robustness to uncertainties and fluctuations in the system. Because
the approaches of [82–84] run the ILC in current control mode, the AC subgrid receives
only limited frequency and voltage support during transients. Furthermore, the use of
a phase-locked loop (PLL) for frequency sensing introduces an unnecessary delay into
these systems’ ILC control loops. Therefore, a modified voltage-based decentralized control
strategy is designed in [85]. The local control of RESs is updated based on the droop
coefficient of ILC control in this approach to minimize transients. Although this approach
provides smooth power sharing for load disturbance, it has not been validated for an
unbalanced generation.

In the literature, there have been various novel control designs for ILC control and
power management in an HMG. Such an ANN converter control, combined with fuzzy-
based power management for grid-connected mode operation of HMG, is proposed in [86].
The maximum power point (MPPT) of wind and PV-based DC-producing units is tracked
by the ANN controller, which supplies local AC and DC loads. Fuzzy-based controllers,
on the other hand, manage the power purchased from the grid. A cost and emission
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minimization approach by modifying the droop coefficient of the power share is proposed
in [87]. The active power droop constant mpi is optimized using a hybrid fuzzy-PSO
technique considering the uncertainty of renewable generation for a small six-bus HMG.
Another scheme in [88] suggests a modified control strategy for effective power-sharing
based on input–output feedback linearization (IOFL). According to the authors, this DC bus
voltage-based control, with an additional sliding mode controller for current error, achieves
better power sharing than traditional droop control. In [89], a model predictive control-
based approach is introduced that regulates the most deviated parameter (AC/DC current
or voltage) using multivariable optimization. Another study in [90] suggests multiple
control strategies to be adopted as a master–slave system for the parallel operation of
ILC. A master converter adopts Q-Vdc control, while the slaves follow P-Q control for
power sharing. However, the validation of this scheme is carried out with a single DC-
generating unit connected with multiple AC subgrids, questioning the applicability. An
alternative approach to innovative ILC control is designed based on a flying capacitor multi-
level converter to improve the AC power quality, while also reducing the filter size [91].
However, this technique is solely intended for grid-connected systems and has been tested
on multiple DC-generating units connected to the grid through ILC.

In islanded HMG, hierarchical control of the ILC, comprising primary and secondary
control layers based on distributed consensus algorithm [92], can adapt to better power
sharing, especially accurate reactive power sharing. As the algorithm in [92] is specified
for islanding operation, a new seamless mode transition method with two independent
controls for grid-connected and islanding scenarios is devised in [93]. However, islanding
detection is not discussed in detail, which questions the shift of controls from on-grid to
off-grid mode. On the other hand, [94] suggested a distributed co-operative secondary
control technique for power sharing based on common bus voltage droop management and
communication graph of power sharing among DGs. Another error minimization approach
based on passivity theory along with a sliding mode controller is proposed to achieve
robust power sharing [95]. This scheme compensates for the variable converter impedances
through the slide mode controller, which affects the power sharing significantly. In the
literature, a new set point weighting iterative learning method-based controller for the
ILC’s outer voltage control loop is also proposed [96]. DC bus voltage regulation in this
scheme dictates that efficient power sharing is achieved. Although these techniques achieve
trustworthy power sharing, their effectiveness is tested in a stable HMG (DC generating
units synchronized with grid) environment, raising concerns about their adaptation to
contingencies and uncertainties.

The presence of an unbalanced load in a real power system disturbs the overall
power management and voltage stability. To compensate for this imbalance, a hierarchical
distributed control is proposed in [97] in which the interior point method is used to solve
this analytical power flow problem for balancing the unbalance load between the phases
and increase the load-ability of the system. A very similar approach is also proposed
in [98]. The upper layer is intended for simple droop control power management, whereas
an event-triggered bottom layer looks after imbalance generation and loads to minimize
error and manage a better power flow across the phases for an AC subgrid with single-
and three-phase generators. Additionally, the voltage quality of the local DGs and PCC is
improved, utilizing a hybrid current and voltage control method based on the proportional-
resonant first proposed in [99]. Despite the fact that this system compensates for unbalanced
load and generation in grid-connected mode, the upper layer event control is basic droop
control, which can be improved to produce better power sharing in islanding and unstable
circumstances. A hierarchical method can also aid to stabilize the microgrid’s voltage
and frequency with an additional secondary control loop [100], along with inner and
outer loop controls for moving electricity between the grids. Equations (2) and (3) explain
the secondary control of the scheme. However, the control system lacks the solution for
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unbalanced generation and load in case of contingency and severe fluctuations in voltage
stability.

δ f = kPF( f ∗MG − fMG) + kIF

∫
( f ∗MG − fMG) (2)

δV = kPV(V∗
MG − VMG) + kIV

∫
(V∗

MG − VMG) (3)

where f and V represent the frequency and voltage of the AC microgrid, respectively.
Voltage and frequency stability is a critical concern for HMG as the power flow between

the subgrids increases the transients on the DGs. Hence, an improved scheme to normalize
AC frequency and DC voltage is designed to support these parameters [101]. A modified
power reference generator aids in enhancing the upper limit of maximum power transfer
through the ILC. However, this scheme is validated with ESS as DGs in both subgrids with a
lumped load on each side. The presence of actual DGs has a significantly different transient
response to power transfer. Another approach in [102] designs a modified droop control
that achieves efficient power sharing by utilizing the frequency of ripples (harmonics)
in DC at the common DC bus. However, the validation system only has DC DGs. The
presence of actual DGs has a significantly different transient response to power transfer.

HMG has the major benefit of reduced AC–DC conversions; however, this infrastruc-
ture still requires a considerable number of power converters. A modified UIPC is modeled
for HMG in [103] to reduce the number of power converters. The unified interphase power
controller (UIPC) is an alternative to ILC, which connects the AC and DC subgrids directly
to the main grid. However, the scheme’s efficiency is confined to balanced sub-grids in
grid-connected mode only, raising concerns about the technique’s applicability. A multiple-
surface sliding control approach based on a nonlinear disturbance observer is also provided
for stabilizing DC fluctuation owing to photovoltaics. A bidirectional ILC can be coupled
in parallel with a unidirectional full bridge (UDFB) rectifier in another novel multiport ILC
design to reduce the number of converter switches [104]. A UDFB rectifier is modified to
supply variable voltage to various DC distributed loads at the far end. However, it can only
be regarded as a problem-specific solution that would require significant modification and
validation before being adopted as a general ILC design. A comprehensive review of all
the techniques discussed in this section is summarized in Table 3, while Figure 8 provides a
pictorial display of some of the important power-sharing strategies in an HMG.

Figure 8. ILC control techniques for power sharing.
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4.3. Battery Management

Energy storage is a critical component of a microgrid, and its significance is amplified
when considering the HMG. In HMG, each subgrid may have multiple energy storage units
(ESUs) deployed. As a result, efficient battery management can be employed to reduce
grid fluctuations. A prototype of HMG with battery management via SOC equalization is
proposed in [105] to mitigate the grid fluctuations. Another SOC equalization approach
for ESS-dominated HMG can offer improved power sharing among the different ESS
units when paired with AC frequency and DC voltage equalized droop control [106]. The
practical HMG in [105] and ESS-dominated HMG in [106] realize multiple controls such
as ILC and reactive power sharing control; however, it lacks application and can only
be regarded as an energy storage-based HMG rather than DGs. Hence, a better power
management scheme for hybrid microgrids based on MILP optimization to maximize
the renewable resources’ power along with supervisory control of battery charging and
discharging to regulate voltage is presented [62]. For power sharing in an isolated HMG,
another fuzzy-based battery SOC controller is developed [107]. A state machine algorithm
uses predefined generation modes to identify the mode of operation. In the presence of DGs,
there are multiple transients due to the uncertainty of renewables and variations in load.
The use of an ANFIS-based battery controller can help to reduce voltage transients in an
HMG [108], which ultimately enhances the system’s power stability. The overuse of battery
storage to manage power may reduce the battery’s life and affect the system’s overall
performance. A decentralized approach based on fuzzy logic is presented to optimize
battery utilization [109]. The ILC control is adjusted with fuzzy logic to track the power
share and usage of BES in both subgrids. Although these fuzzy and ANFIS-based BES
controllers enhance battery use and help stabilize power fluctuations, their applicability is
limited because the former only focuses on grid-connected systems, while the latter only
focuses on islanded systems, which classifies them as problem-specific solutions.

Jiang et al. [110] propose a two-layer consensus-based method for HMG economic
dispatch. Multiple traditional and renewable-based generators are scheduled for the next
day to achieve minimum cost, with an energy storage system absorbing or supplying
surplus/inadequate power to the system for an islanded system. An isolated HMG is
vulnerable to power deficiencies. A new intelligent multi-agent-based scheme is proposed
in [111] based on multi-objective PSO to compensate for the power deficiencies by curtailing
some loads with predefined priorities. AC, DC, and system operator agents with separate
optimization interact with each other to sustain contingencies by sharing power and
utilizing programmable loads. On the other hand, to maximize the benefits of microgrid
operation, an advanced metering infrastructure (AMI)-based energy management scheme
is proposed in [112] for islanded hybrid AC–DC microgrids. However, load shifting and
multistep load shedding strategies were not covered in this article in addition to limited
application due to unavailability of an advanced metering system. The authors in [113]
aimed to find an optimization strategy for the energy management of islanded AC–DC
microgrids; however, they did so with a fairly simple objective function and simplified
constraints, ignoring realistic constraints about line loading, ESS charging/discharging,
and reactive power compensation through bidirectional ILC.

The reliable control of HMG should have ESS ready at all times to support the common
DC link for any fluctuations in the system to stabilize the power share. Ref. [114] use
input–output feedback linearization to realize this concept. The Lyapunov theory is used to
modify the charging and discharging control of ESS. The remaining converters are updated
using the same technique to compensate for renewable uncertainty. However, the battery’s
SOC was presumed to be completely charged, and there was no set duration for charging
the battery backup after each discharge. Another Lyapunov method-based approach for
compensating for the noise in a communication network for a practical HMG (opal-RT
simulation environment) [115] is a modified bilayer control (that requires information
from local and neighboring agents only), proposed to achieve better power sharing. This
scheme is validated with multiple subgrids and is able to adaptively share active power.
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The current control mechanisms point to a lack of reactive power sharing and, hence, the
absence of voltage support. In addition to supporting common DC bus voltage, ESS can
be utilized to support the inertial response of the system by modifying its discharging
control [84]. The kinetic inertia of wind turbines and the capacity of hybrid energy storage
devices are utilized to improve system stability. This method, on the other hand, ignores
the effect of network impedance and has a complicated control structure. Moreover, ESS
location in the hybrid microgrid impacts the dynamic response of the system [116], which is
not discussed in these articles. A detailed analysis of this section is summarized in Table 4,
which highlights the contribution and limitations of the schemes along with details about
the system used for validation.

5. Converter Control and Protection in HMG

Local power converter control and system protection are fields that are developing
quickly. The established literature in these domains has been the subject of numerous
reviews. To make this a comprehensive article about hybrid microgrids, a brief discussion
of the literature in these disciplines is included. A critical analysis showcases the limitations
and future trends of these fields.

5.1. Local and Global Control of DGs and Power Converters

Power sharing in a synchronized grid equipped with multiple generation sources
helped the utilities to build such a large network to supply countries and continents.
Controlling their power to ensure the generator and system stability has been a concern for
decades. This control becomes increasingly more difficult in a hybrid microgrid, where DC
and AC DGs are coupled. Droop control has been utilized to satisfy the purpose. As science
progressed, so did this technology, and numerous advanced strategies were published in the
literature in order to develop a reliable and effective procedure. Multiple control techniques
for generators and power converters in AC, DC, and hybrid microgrids are studied and
reviewed in [14,16]. Control techniques are classified as centralized, decentralized, and
distributed control in [14]. All of the analysis is based on this classification. Droop control
techniques in AC microgrid for primary control framework can be classified as listed below:

• Conventional PQ or v-f control,
• P-f and Q-v control,
• Voltage real power droop/frequency-reactive power boost droop control,
• Reactive power differential of voltage Q-V droop,
• Angle droop control,
• Virtual frame transformation control,
• Virtual impedance-based control,
• Adaptive droop control (static and transient/dynamic droop gains),
• Unbalanced power flow control for nonlinear load sharing.

DC control can also be classified as constant voltage control, constant current control,
mode-adaptive droop control [117], and modified DC droop control [16]. In addition to DG
power controllers, global control at the microgrid level is appealing and requires a significant
amount of research. Global control strategies can be categorized as shown in Figure 9.

The majority of the researchers in the literature have focused on converter droop
control. There has been little research into PQ and v-f control. Hence, with the advancement
in technology, this control can be modified to address the difficulties that utilities are
currently facing. On the other hand, at the global level of control, the increased complexity
induced by communication channels, cyber security, and dominance of low inertia inverter-
based DGs prove to be problematic towards the immunity of a stable power system
(microgrid).
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Figure 9. Global control strategies for microgrids.

Optimization of Controller Parameters

Microgrids have emerged as an unavoidable answer in the world of escalating energy
demand and the adoption of distributed generation for a number of reasons, including
increased reliability, decreased carbon footprints, and smart energy systems. The optimiza-
tion of controller parameters to provide efficient load sharing and cost-effective solutions
has developed into a growing area of research with the goal of improving the perfor-
mance, efficiency, and cost-effectiveness of microgrids [118]. The system performance can
be enhanced by identifying suitable controller parameter gains [119]. Additionally, the
system will continue to run smoothly in the case of a disruption because of the optimized
tuning of these parameters [120]. For instance, droop controller gains were tuned using
the artificial fish swarm algorithm (AFSA) to regulate the frequency variation of an island
microgrid [121]. For the automatic generation control of an interconnected system made up
of renewable energy sources, a whale optimization algorithm (WOA)-based proportional
integral derivative (PID) controller was presented in [122]. Similar to this, references [123]
and [124] illustrate the use of WOA in the construction of proportional-integral (PI) con-
trollers for estimating the parameters of single- and multiple-diode photovoltaic models
in order to enhance the performance of solar power systems. In order to reach its unde-
termined properties, WOA was employed in the proton exchange membrane (PEM) fuel
cell (FC) model in [125]. Additionally, [126] demonstrates the use of WOA in creating the
Sugeno Fuzzy Logic controller parameters to enhance the wind power facilities’ ability
to ride through faults. A more enhanced whale optimization algorithm (EWOA) has re-
cently been created for variable-speed wind generators’ maximum power point tracking
(MPPT) [127].

The aforementioned methods were first created as single-objective optimization algo-
rithms and may be termed as problem-based solutions to maximize any single objective
function. Most often, though, the issues go beyond a single objective function and instead
involve multiple functions that may conflict with one another, but all need to be optimized
simultaneously. In another study, the controller parameters were optimized using the
multi-objective based optimization algorithm known as non-dominated sorting genetic
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algorithm-II (NSGA-II), although no comparative analysis with other techniques was pro-
vided [128]. A novel meta-heuristic multi-objective optimization technique is developed
using the hybridization of WOA with the non-dominated sorting method (NSWOA) [118].
The strength pareto evolutionary algorithm (SPEA) [129] and NSGA-II [128] (which have
a comparatively slower convergence) have been used to compare and validate the per-
formance of the proposed NSWOA. The performance analysis and statistical analysis of
these methods led to the conclusion that an optimization method for controller parameters
should be able to provide a stable system in a multi-mode robust microgrid with decreased
overshoot and minimized oscillation frequency. In order to guarantee steady-state oper-
ations under extreme contingencies, the computing speed should also be high enough
for convergence. The significance of this optimization becomes more crucial in a hybrid
MG environment, where there are multiple other critical objective functions that must be
optimized in addition to this for a steady-state operation.

5.2. Effect on Protection Strategies

The exponential rise of renewable-based generation in the power sector has signifi-
cantly increased the inverter-based DGs in the system. The fault current contribution is
limited for inverter-based DGs, especially in hybrid microgrids. The absence of neutral
zero-crossing unbalanced/improper grounding will increase the chances of single-setting
relay protection failure in a dual-mode microgrid [17]. Moreover, most of the protection
schemes presented in the literature strongly depend on a reliable communication link,
which is an ideal situation. Multiple protective schemes for HMG are analyzed in [17,18]; a
short summary of the findings from these reviews with an additional critical discussion
about protection of HMG is highlighted here.

In an AC subgrid, adaptive overcurrent protection requires previous knowledge of
microgrid configurations, and the calculations become more complicated as the system
grows larger. Adaptive differential relays are incapable of protecting the busses, also neces-
sitating a large number of synchronizing and measuring devices [130,131]. Its performance
is additionally hampered by imbalanced loading and transients. The adaptive symmetrical
component-based protection technique, on the other hand, is unable to identify three-phase
faults and is heavily reliant on the availability of phase-measuring devices (raising cost)
and an updated grounding system [132]. Unidirectional current flows on transmission
cables are protected by distance relays. However, their usefulness is debatable due to
the bidirectional current flow. Distance relays are also influenced by the type of DGs and
HMG configurations installed [133,134]. DC subgrid protection adds to the complexity, and
reconfigurable grounding-based protection necessitates routine maintenance owing to cor-
rosion in diode-grounded systems [135]. The DC current interruption strategy, on the other
hand, shuts down the entire DC system if a fault is detected [136]. To fully protect modern
hybrid systems and avoid cyber security threats, it can be concluded from the discussion
above that a reliable protection scheme for HMG requires a compromised economic (higher
costs of reliable communication links) and redundant protection (optimized combination
of multiple traditional protections).

In addition to traditional schemes, modern protection schemes, such as pattern recognition-
based schemes [137], multi-agent-based schemes, traveling wave-based schemes [138], har-
monic content-based schemes [139], ANN-based schemes [140], and signal processing-based
schemes [141], are presented in the most recent literature. However, their adaptability and
flexibility with changing system conditions limit their use. Moving forward, mathematical
models are a suitable alternative, but handling enormous numbers of data in a timely manner
can have a negative impact on the overall system. According to studies, accurate LG fault
detection and high frequency are important areas of concern in reconfigurable grounding
systems for DC. The smooth operation of a DC grid system requires adequate calibration of
equipment and protective devices such as fuses and CBs. Existing analysis and observations
of traditional methods for AC, DC, and AC/DC systems should be blended with modern
advanced technologies to design and construct a robust, adaptive, and intelligent protection
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scheme. A practical and advanced protection strategy should have increased controllability,
less reliance on the communication infrastructure [142], and operational flexibility in both
grid-connected and independent modes of operation [18,143].

6. Discussion and Future Trends

The attempt to realize the concept of a hybrid microgrid has expedited significantly.
As the design aspect, a fast-converging power flow analysis scheme for HMG ticking
all the qualities listed in Table 1 is yet to be proposed. However, the generic method
suggested in [41] solves a number of issues in the power flow analysis of an HMG. How-
ever, for an unbalanced multi-grounded hybrid microgrid with bipolar DC, this problem
still requires a method to simultaneously investigate load models, voltage and frequency
stability due to load variation, and renewables uncertainties. On the other hand, most
power sharing/energy management efforts in the literature are focused on modifying the
control architecture of HMG, especially of ILC. As a fast-growing field of research, HMG
control has evolved from a single-stage primary control to multi-level hierarchical control.
Figure 10 shows the primary, secondary, and tertiary controls in an HMG’s hierarchical
control architecture. Primary control involves current/voltage regulations and preliminary
power-sharing control [144], whereas secondary control objectives may be power quality,
voltage compensation, and grid support [145,146]. The top level of the hierarchical design,
known as tertiary control, is concerned with cost optimization [147], dynamic load manage-
ment [148], and power and energy management during unforeseen circumstances [149,150].
As you climb the control hierarchy, the control bandwidth decreases and the response time
lengthens. A detailed classification of hierarchical control techniques discussed in this
review is shown in Figure 10. For most applications in a power system, primary control is
a low-level control and well-researched field [146]. However, a modified primary control is
necessary due to the HMG’s complicated structure, particularly for its ILC.

Figure 10. Classification of hierarchical control in an HMG. (Note: size of the circle shows the
response time of the controller.)

The majority of the ILC control strategies presented are based on droop control such
as modified droop control [43,68,71,74], multi-layer adaptive droop control [92,97,98,100],
or d-q-0 axis droop control [72,73]. For stable and marginally stable systems, it provides
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enhanced active and reactive power management. The usefulness of these converters is
questioned by the fact that decreased system inertia caused by too many power convert-
ers in the system leads to more transients and unstable circumstances, necessitating the
secondary control. While one-third of the studies used artificial intelligence (AI) [86] or
advanced techniques such as iterative learning with set point weighting [96] and IOFL [88]
to design an adaptive control, these AI-based techniques have not been validated and/or
are not feasible for a multimode test system. Although an innovative and optimized ILC
control structure [100,101] can offer effective power sharing between subgrids, unplanned
outages and unexpected faults might result in an unstable system. Moreover, there have
been some objective-oriented, innovative control designs of ILC that serve its primary ob-
jectives, i.e., harmonics mitigation in [77], balancing power between the phases [97,98], and
supplying multi-level DC to specific DC loads [104], but stabilizing the whole microgrid
requires an additional control/management scheme. As a result, a supervisory control
system is inevitable. A few supervisory control strategies [51,54,57,111,112] have been
developed in the literature. However, most of them are dependent on predicted load and
generation profiles for the following day. MILP is a widely used technique for supervisory
control as more than half of the articles studied in this review adopted it for managing the
next-day power, as it is the best converging technique to optimize the existing data. In
addition to MILP, the modified crow search algorithm, firefly algorithm fuzzy stochastic op-
timization, and mathematical programming with complementary constraints are also used
for the said purpose. With the advancement in AI, intelligent control techniques based on
ANN-fuzzy [86], hybrid fuzzy–PSO [87], input–output feedback linearization [88], and pas-
sivity theory [95] have also been proposed. However, the implementation of these schemes
in a practical environment still faces some limitations (availability of data in advance and
advanced communication networks). Moreover, these have mostly only been validated
on stable [87], grid-connected [86,91], or isolated systems [88]. Forecasting the day-ahead
profile is a nice energy pricing strategy, but for a reliable and stable system operation, an
adaptive control scheme to address uncertainties is also required. Moreover, in a practical
system, the communication of control and feedback signals is a major difficulty [115] that
has been overlooked. Finally, to be deemed a robust technique, a well-designed strategy
should be validated in a large enough system such as in [112]. All of the early HMG
research was validated on a system that could only be described as DC-generating plants
synced with the utility grid [62,65,106].

Hierarchical control (discussed above) is possible when a local converter control is used
in conjunction with digital communication link-based coordinated control [151]. Dynamic
decentralized or distributed control is necessary for the modern microgrid clusters to be a
self-healing dynamic system. TCP/IP, P2P, PLC, UDP, and other communication protocols
being developed for a microgrid have all been investigated in [152,153]. For addressing
the time to send and receive information from the far end, communication time-delay
standards have been established [154]. A complete blackout could occur owing to a single
point of failure near the center of the system with centralized control [65] (which may be
referred to as an imperfect communication infrastructure). With an increased amount of
distributed generation, an information-aware distributed control [115] could energize the
system (especially critical loads) during such a failure.

A variety of techniques, as discussed above, have been employed to accomplish the
desired objective. Figure 11 illustrates the distribution of techniques used for ILC control
and supervisory control of power between the subgrids.
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Figure 11. Distribution of multiple techniques used for power management (a). Interlinking converter
control techniques (b). Next-day forecasting-based supervisory control techniques.

Figure 11a explicitly shows that droop control is the most popular (30%) strategy for
ILC control. The next most popular techniques are d-q-0 axis control and multi-layer control
(hierarchical) methodology. The former method better manages switching transients and later
accomplishes a superior reactive power sharing in addition to efficient active power sharing.
Some innovative AI-based and advanced control techniques such as ANN-fuzzy [86], hybrid
fuzzy–PSO [87], learning passivity theory [95], and set point weighting iterative [96] also
count for 23% of the literature reviewed in this article. Similarly, MILP is the most frequently
employed method for supervisory control of power, as illustrated in Figure 11b, because of
its simplicity and efficient optimization of available data. Fuzzy-based and firefly algorithm-
based techniques come in second and third, respectively. The advantages and limitations of
all of these techniques are discussed in detail in Sections 3 and 4. More in-depth detail about
the application of these methods is presented in Tables 2–4.

Table 2. Review table for power management of HMG based on forecasting next-day demand.

Ref Contribution Technique Used Limitation System for Validation

[27] Cost optimization with
minimized mode switching MILP and mathematical model Assumed contingency scenarios

only

Multiple subgrids with
intermittent and dispatchable

DGs

[29]

Uncertainty handling by
two-stage optimization to

realize power management
from forecasted curves

Non-Cooperative Game Theory
Mathematical programming

with
complementarity constraints

(MPCC)

Complex control that ignores
the impact on local control of

DGs and ILCs.
No solution to the generation

and load imbalance

Modified IEEE 33-bus system

[45] Minimizing cost by forecasting
day-ahead hourly demand

MILP optimization to minimize
the cost No real-time validation

Hybrid framework for
validation is just like a

generation plant with AC and
DC units

[47]
Day-ahead forecasting based

power sharing to optimize the
cost

Firefly algorithm (FA)
Focused only to interface

multiple DC RES’ with IEEE
33-bus system

IEEE 33-bus system with
additional DC generation units

as DC microgrid

[49]

Optimizing the net power in
microgrid using ESS to

overcome the prediction error in
load and generation profile

Fuzzy controller based on
results of particle swarm

optimization results

Quantitative net power
balancing without considering
real-time operation constraints

Modified DC subgrid with PV
and wind source
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Table 2. Cont.

Ref Contribution Technique Used Limitation System for Validation

[50] Cost optimization Non-Cooperative Game Theory No solution to the generation
and load imbalance

Cluster of 3 MGS, part of
Singapore power network

[51]
Uncertainty modeling for

day-ahead power management
involving EVs

Piecewise linearization
combined with quadratic

Newton–Gregory interpolating
polynomial technique

MILP

Forecasting-based cost
optimization only

Microgrid composed of diesel
generator, wind, solar, and EVs

[52] Minimizing cost MILP optimization Problem-specified solution 38-bus remote system

[53] Cost and emission minimizing Fuzzy logic for two different
objectives

Focused only on lowering
emissions from a generation

unit

6-bus generation dominant
HMG

[54] Optimized realistic cost and
energy management

Modified Crow Search
Algorithm

Solution for grid-connected
system only

Modified IEEE 33-bus system
with addition DC busses as DC

subgrid

[55] Power management in PV and
wind outages scenario MILP as supervisory control

Realistic issue of a negative
power imbalance is not

addressed

PV and wind-based DGS on AC
and DC sides, respectively, with

local loads

[56]
Optimal power management for

grid-connected multiple
microgrids (HMG)

MILP optimization Only grid-connected mode of
operation discussed

Multiple AC and DC MGs
connected through a single ILC

[57]
Increased stability of voltage for

increased penetration of
renewable generation

Modified supervisory control
based on predicted uncertainties

Prediction-based uncertainties
model only

Modified IEEE 33-bus system
with additional DC busses and

generation

[59] Minimized operational cost
Double uncertainty

optimization theory, fuzzy
stochastic optimization

Focused on cost only, stiff grid is
assumed to be available always

HMG with PV, wind, diesel
generator, and ESS

Table 3. Review table for power management of hybrid microgrid based on ILC control.

Ref Contribution Technique Used Limitation System for Validation

[43]
Basic framework for sharing
power between AC and DC

subgrids
Modified droop control of IC Conventional droop control

Hybrid framework for
validation is just like a

generation plant with AC and
DC units

[58] Multiple nano-grids control
Modified droop characteristics Pdc − vdc

2 droop control strategy
Power sharing is based on
active power only ignoring

reactive power effect

Multiple generating units as
subgrid with local loads

[64] Prototype of HMG with basic
droop control

Decentralized basic droop
control

Multiple assumptions were
made about power flow and

very basic control

Multiple DGs with ESS
designed as an entitled subgrid

[65]
Improved efficiency and
reliability by operating

converters at near to full rating

Centralized control of
converters for parallel operation

Basic control and assumed
communication links

Multiple DG types and ESS
connected to utility

[66] Practical multi-level
droop-controlled inverter

Secondary control to stabilize
the voltage

Focused on active
power-sharing

Only PV and ESS as DGs
connected with the grid

[67] P-f and P-v droop control for
active power sharing 3D droop control Active power sharing only Basic HMG with 2 loads and

DGs on each subgrid

[68]
Improved stability of the system
with optimized power sharing

through parallel ILCs
Modified droop control Active power sharing only ESS as DGs on both sides with

increased capacity

[70] Prototype of practical HMG
Reactive power

compensation-based control of
HMG

Frequency undershoot for such
a small system is quite high,

which may reach instability for
a larger system

A DG on AC and PV on DC
subgrid along with ESS

[71] Effective power sharing
including reactive power

Modified mathematical-based
droop coefficient

Limited validation in stable
operation only, assumed

subgrids with power flow only
AC and DC microgrids assumed

[72] Modified ILC control d-q-0 three-axis control
Vdc

2 regulation instead of Vdc

Ineffective ESS discharge
causing overshoot of voltage

One PV-based DG on DC and
ESS on the AC side

[73]
Suppressing circulating currents
and power sharing considering

capacity of subgrids

d-q-0 axis outer control
Pdc-Vdc

2 and f-Pac droop for
inner control

Separate control algorithm for
islanding and grid-connected

mode

HMG with PV as DG on both
subgrids and an ESS
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Table 3. Cont.

Ref Contribution Technique Used Limitation System for Validation

[74] Improved power sharing
Modified frequency droop

control based on
PILC = K

(
Vpu − facpu

) Voltage regulation and reactive
power are not considered

Single DG on each subgrid with
an accumulated single load

[76] Prototype of practical HMG Modified current control droop
strategy for ILC

Limited validation on a stable
HMG

Independent microgrid with
ESS

[77]
Improving the power quality

and increasing the
power-sharing flexibility

Modified ILC control by adding
an ESS in parallel through a

bidirectional DC–DC
half-bridge converter and a VSC

Focused more on harmonics
mitigation in grid-connected

mode

An HMG with a DG each on AC
and DC subgrids along with a

load connected to the grid.

[82] Robust mode transition in HMG
with modified control

Model bank synthesis
optimization to optimize droop

coefficients

Provides voltage stability but
lacks uncertainty management

Grid-connected HMG with a
DG to be tested on both

subgrids

[85] Minimized transients during
switching due to variable loads

Decentralized integrated droop
control of ILC and RESs

converter control

Assumed communication link
and validated for underload

generation only

Lab-based HMG prototype with
three DGs in AC and two in Dc

subgrid with local loads

[86]
ANN-based MPPT controller
with fuzzy controller power

management

ANN-based converter control
and fuzzy-based power

management

Grid-connected operation only
limited validation with just DC

generation

Wind, PV, fuel cell, and ESS as
DC subgrid connected with

utility

[88] Modified control of DC/AC
converters

Input–output feedback
linearization and sliding mode

controller-based control to
DC/AC converters

The interlinking bidirectional
aspect is not discussed in the

control

HMG with multiple DGs
supplied AC grid through

DC/AC converters and a major
DC load

[90] Master–slave control for
improved stability Q-Vdc and P-Q control

Very basic control and
validation for modern complex
systems may be questionable

Three AC subgrids connected to
the same DC-generating unit

[91] Innovative control to improve
the power quality of AC voltage

Flying capacitor multi-level
converter

Just a grid-connected system for
multiple DC generating units

Four DC generating units are
connected to grid through a
single multi-leg converter

[92]
Accurate active power and DC
current sharing in AC and DC

subgrid, respectively

Hierarchical control of the ILC,
comprising primary and

secondary control layers based
on distributed consensus

algorithm

Power sharing in stable
conditions only

Prototype HMG in lab,
consisting of 3 DGs on each

subgrid

[94]
Power sharing based on

common bus voltage
distributed secondary control

Droop control of ILCs based on
common DC bus voltage

played in only stable conditions
to validate with only 4 heavy

loads

An HMG infrastructure
composed of 4 DGs and 2 loads

on each subgrid with an ESS
connected to a common DC bus

[95]
Compensating variable

converter impedance and
loading

Error minimization using
passivity theory and surface

mode controller

Improves the control of
converter, but power

instabilities are ignored

DC-generating units
synchronized with AC grid

[96] Efficient power sharing Set point weighting iterative
learning method

Tested under stable conditions
only

Wind PV and diesel generator
as sources (Aichi Microgrid

setup Japan)

[97,98]
Compensating unbalanced

loads by balancing the power
between phases

Modified bilayer distributed
control of converters

Focused only to balance the
power between the phases

Two AC and DC subgrids with
one specifically designed with

one single- and two three-phase
generators

[100]
Improved voltage and

frequency stability with
additional secondary control

Hierarchical secondary control
to stabilize the voltage and

frequency

Basic primary control and no
discussion about extreme

contingencies

Validated on two large
networks

[101]

Enhanced upper limit of
maximum power transfer

through ILC with voltage and
frequency support

Improved normalization of
voltage and frequency with a

new power reference generator

Validated with ESS only,
presence of actual DGs will

question the scheme

ESS as DG on both sides with a
lumped load

[103]
A unique model to directly

connect AC and DC subgrids
with a utility grid

Modified UIPC to reduce the
number of power converters

Only grid-connected balanced
grid is studied

No specified subgrids, just
mentions the power supplied

and extracted

[104]
Reduced number of power
converters for variable DC

voltage requirements

Modified UDFB rectifier
connected in parallel with ILC

A specific solution to supply DC
distributed loads that require

variable voltage

A simplified HMG with wind
and PV as DGs for AC and DC

subgrids, respectively
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Table 4. Review table for battery management of hybrid microgrid based on ILC control.

Ref Contribution Technique Used Limitation System for Validation

[62]
Cost optimization by

maximizing the solar and wind
energy

MILP optimization to minimize
the cost and maximize the

renewables
Ideal converter is assumed

Hybrid framework for
validation is just like a

generation plant with AC and
DC units

[84] Improved inertia response
Discharging control of ESS
based on inertia constant of

wind turbine

Compromised power-sharing
with additional complex inertia

control only

HMG with wind turbine PV
and ESS on both subgrids

[105]
Prototype of practical HMG
with SOC equalization for

multiple ESUs Modified control of converters
with additional SOC

equalization

Limited test case
No consideration of unforeseen

outages and fluctuations

PV source with multiple ESUs

[106]

Effective power sharing in ESS
dominated HMG by SOC
equalization of individual

battery units

Multiple ESS as DGs in both
subgrids

[107] Power sharing in HMG with
SOC control

State machine approach for
predefined state selection

Fuzzy controller for battery

Basic pre-defined modes of
power-sharing

Isolated HMG model with wind,
diesel generator, PV, and ESS

[108] Enhances power stability by
minimizing voltage transients ANFIS-based battery controller Only a grid-connected and

stable system is assumed
Multiple generating units with

local loads

[109] Optimal battery utilization Fuzzy-based battery controller Problem-specific solution to
enhance battery SOC usage

Two PV panels with ESS on AC
and DC side

[110] Minimizing operational cost for
the next day

Consensus-based new
algorithm with modified power

system constraints

Real-time load and generation
uncertainty is not discussed

Four DGs and loads on each
subgrid with on ILC

[111]
Optimized energy management
with effective load curtailment

and V2G technology

Multi-agent optimization based
on multi-objective PSO

Multi-step load curtailments
may cause protection to operate
Heavily reliance on advanced

communication

Modified IEEE 33-bus system

[112] Optimized energy management Advanced metering and
multi-objective PSO

Limited application due to the
absence of advanced meters Modified IEEE 33-bus system

[114]
Power sharing compensation

for the uncertainty of
renewables

Lyapunov theory and
input–output feedback

linearization

No schedule for battery
charging

HMG with multiple
renewable-based DGs

[115]
Compensating for the noise in

the communication network for
adaptive power-sharing

Lyapunov theory with
martingale convergence

theorem

Missing voltage support and
reactive power sharing Multiple nano-grid clusters

Apart from the techniques used, the primary objective of a stable hybrid microgrid can
be categorized into multiple sub-objectives. Figure 2 displays the distribution of several
sub-objectives in this area. The most extensively studied objective is bidirectional power
sharing to support adjacent subgrids in case of contingency, as expected (one-fourth of
literature reviewed). The researchers’ next primary objectives are to reduce costs as much
as possible and manage the loading and renewable uncertainties. Only 9% of scientists
made an effort to develop an HMG prototype. Surprisingly, voltage and frequency stability
was not the objective of many researchers (9%). This suggests that this is a topic that future
researchers should think about. With the development of technology in power electronics,
the researchers have shifted their focus to adapt to advanced objectives, i.e., virtual grid
support and improved power quality (harmonics). Hence, virtual grid support to generate
virtual inertia and improved power quality along with voltage and frequency stability can
be classified as the hot topics in this field.

6.1. Future of Hybrid Microgrids

An in-depth review of the literature on power sharing and energy management reveals
that a generalized and robust scheme for optimized power sharing is yet to be developed.
An operational HMG must have the following characteristics:

• Reliable and Immune: Immunity against the uncertainties of the renewables.
• Stable: Operational stability during multi-mode operation of HMG with a smooth

transition of modes.
• Secure: Adaptive protection against unforeseen faults.
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• Economical: Minimized cost by maximizing renewables to decarbonize the environ-
ment.

An HMG with all of these attributes simultaneously can be defined as an ideal HMG.
Multiple efforts have been made to achieve these attributes in the literature. A review of
these efforts in this article reveals that supervisory control is required to maximize DG
power by reducing the demand and supply gap in isolated mode of operation in order to
ensure the stable and reliable operation of the HMG. However, adding grid assistance in
the form of virtual inertia and reactive power support while the system is connected to the
grid will increase system stability. Although bidirectional power converters in HMG are
well studied, it is possible to improve system reliability by modifying local unidirectional
converter control to minimize transients caused by uncertainties and bidirectional power
sharing. Theoretically, a global control technique to simultaneously regulate power and
parameters (voltage/frequency) by centralized control of power converters appears to be
considerably more efficient and effective. However, there must be major efforts made to
reduce its reliance on communication infrastructure given how strongly it depends on it.

Dependence on communication is also a major hurdle in developing an effective
protection scheme for a power network. Lower fault currents caused by inverter-based
DGS require significant adaption, especially in islanding mode, and multi-level voltage
operating in HMG makes designing a protective strategy more challenging. Last but not
least, consideration must be given to the economic implications of all of these designs
as well as their high-level influence on various stakeholders, including the grid operator,
DNO, and users. Grid operators might need to make large capital investments to build new
infrastructure. Future research may also focus on a comparative analysis of the economic
benefits and environmental impact of a practical HMG, in addition to other technical
research gaps outlined in this review.

Multiple research gaps are highlighted in this qualitative analysis of the short-listed
literature. The following future trends in research towards HMG are listed in light of these
gaps and in order to reach the attributes of the ideal HMG:

• A fast-converging power flow analysis scheme for HMG ticking all of the qualities
listed in Table 1.

• Unidirectional power converters in a specified HMG environment require collaborative
control (with bidirectional converters) for handling the transients in the system.

• The essential task in any electrical network (due to advancements in power electronics
technology) is to reduce harmonic content and improve voltage stability (especially in
power converters’ dominant systems).

• Bidirectional power converters (DC–AC/DC–DC) should be modified to provide the
virtual inertia and impedance to liquefy the absence (lesser number) of synchronous
DGs and improved fault response, respectively, in a system dominated by the inverter-
based renewable DGs. Providing voltage support (reactive power support) and fre-
quency stability through these converters is another trending option for successfully
deploying the HMG concept.

• Mathematical modeling and AI-based intelligent schemes for supervising the forecasting-
based power-sharing (smart pricing) techniques to cope with uncertainties and un-
planned outages is another interesting topic. The same can also be developed and
utilized with an advanced control structure of power converters to mitigate the supply
and demand gap for standalone operation and uncertain loading (variable demand
response).

• A comprehensive under-voltage (under-frequency) load curtailment method is yet to
be developed to prevent blackouts during extreme contingencies (hurricanes) and to
ensure power supply for critical loads.

• The hybrid microgrid has the greatest potential for the research and development of
a technique capable of protecting the system in multiple modes, particularly during
mode transitions. Hence, designing an adaptive protection scheme to compensate
for lower fault currents due to inverter-based DGs (especially in islanding mode) by
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modifying the relay setting for a multimode HMG with minimized dependence on
the communication is needed.

7. Conclusions

Switching from a traditional AC or DC microgrid to an HMG substantially alters
the dynamics of the system, which results in increased complexity. This article includes
a critical analysis of several strategies developed to address the various challenges in a
hybrid AC/DC microgrid and focused on power-sharing and energy management strate-
gies designed specifically for a hybrid microgrid. Based on a procedural investigation of
established schemes in the literature, the main conclusions can be summarized as follows:
(i) there are yet only a few papers (about 15–20% of the discussed literature) that adequately
validate the proposed methods on a system that complies with the term “hybrid micro-
grid”. Hybrid suggests greater coherence between several sub-parts (multiple connections
between AC and DC subgrids). (ii) More than one-fourth of the studied literature has bidi-
rectional power sharing as its primary objective. The majority of the techniques attempted
to overcome droop control’s limitations. The development of power electronics calls for
bidirectional converter control to evolve into a grid-supporting entity by offering reactive
power support, virtual inertia, or virtual impedance during a fault. (iii) Voltage/frequency
stability and power sharing can be better addressed by designing a collaborative control
between global, i.e., MG control, and local, i.e., power converter control. This collaboration
becomes inevitable in islanding mode to increase stability and avoid a blackout. (iv) Com-
munication is essential to design a control system, whether it is centralized or distributed.
The impact of communication technology is not a subject of many methods and is mostly
assumed. (v) To increase the system’s stability and dependability, it will be necessary, as
in other power system areas, to combine various multi-objective control strategies for a
number of power converters with centralized microgrid management plans. Along with
these conclusions, this article’s review tables highlight the strengths and weaknesses of the
methods deployed, and Section 6.1 outlines in detail the research gaps and potential future
developments in this field.
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